Illness perception and symptom components in chronic fatigue syndrome.
Two-hundred and eight patients with chronic fatigue syndrome (post-viral fatigue syndrome) completed a questionnaire which dealt both with their illness in general and with the extent to which they experienced specific symptoms. A factor analysis of the symptom data yielded four components: emotional distress; fatigue; somatic symptoms; and cognitive difficulty. Emotional disturbance is a common feature of the disorder and its role has been widely debated. When the symptom components were considered independently, fatigue, somatic symptoms and cognitive difficulty were associated with questionnaire items relating to general illness severity, but emotional distress was not. Thus negative emotions did not contribute directly to patients' perception of illness severity. They were, however, correlated with the other symptom components. It is argued that this correlation reflects a reciprocal influence, with negative emotions exacerbating fatigue and other key symptoms and the debilitating nature of these symptoms enhancing emotional vulnerability.